Here we report PPB2 as a target prediction tool assigning targets to a query molecule based on ChEMBL data. PPB2 computes ligand similarities using molecular fingerprints encoding composition (MQN), molecular shape and pharmacophores (Xfp), and substructures (ECfp4), and features an unprecedented combination of nearest neighbor (NN) searches and Naïve Bayes (NB) machine learning, together with simple NN searches, NB and Deep Neural Network (DNN) machine learning models as further options. Although NN(ECfp4) gives the best results in terms of recall in a 10-fold cross-validation study, combining NN searches with NB machine learning provides superior precision statistics, as well as better results in a case study predicting off-targets of a recently reported TRPV6 calcium channel inhibitor, illustrating the value of this combined approach. PPB2 is available to assess possible off-targets of small molecule drug-like compounds by public access at ppb2.gdb.tools. 
Introduction
In ligand-based virtual screening (LBVS) one uses structural similarities between molecules to infer possible similarities in their biological activities. 1 The approach is used broadly to accelerate and reduce the costs of the initial steps of drug discovery by guiding experimental screening to molecules with a higher probability of activity. LBVS also forms the basis for target prediction tools, which assign possible targets to a molecule based on its similarity to known, target annotated molecules such as those in the ChEMBL database. 2 Targets are assigned either directly based on nearest neighbor (NN) relationships, or indirectly by building a machine learning (ML) model, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] with several tools available online.
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Herein we report PPB2 (Polypharmacology Browser version 2) as an extension of our previously reported web-portal PPB (Polypharmacology Browser). 33 While PPB predicted targets by simple NN relationships to known compounds from ChEMBL using multiple molecular fingerprints simultaneously, PPB2 uses only three molecular fingerprints, but exploits them in a combination of nearest neighbor (NN) searches and Naïve Bayes (NB) machine learning, which to the best of our knowledge is unprecedented for target prediction. Simple NN searches as well as NB and Deep Neural Network (DNN) machine learning models are also available in PPB2 as further options. While NN(ECfp4) is the best method in terms of recall in a 10-fold cross-validation study, we find that the NN+NB combinations perform best in terms of precision statistics. The combination methods also stand out in a case study predicting off-targets of a recently reported TRPV6 calcium channel inhibitor, 34 where they correctly predict hERG as an important off-target missed by NN searches as well as by our previous tool PPB and by many other online target prediction tools. PPB2 is freely available for use at ppb2.gdb.tools.
Results and Discussion
To build PPB2 we collected a bioactivity dataset of all compounds having at least IC50 < 10 M on a single protein target in ChEMBL22, 35 to four bonds), a 1024-bit binary substructure fingerprint encoding detailed information about molecular structure. 42 Similarities were computed using the city-block distance for MQN and Xfp and the Tanimoto coefficient for ECfp4. 43 In terms of search methods, we first implemented simple NN searches with each of these three fingerprints because the method is straightforward and often gives satisfactory results.
Secondly, we implemented our key idea for PPB2, which was to build a specific ML model for each query molecule on the fly using NN compounds of the query. This approach would avoid making predictions based on non-realistic associations between compounds that would be structurally too distant from each other, thus capitalizing on both the "no-nonsense" advantage of NN searches and the deeper exploitation of multiple datapoints possible with ML. The best combination involved retrieving the 2,000 NN of a query molecule using MQN, Xfp, or ECfp4, followed by building a
Laplacian modified Multinomial NB model on the fly from these 2,000 NN to provide the actual target prediction. The number of 2,000 NN was large enough to include all high-similarity compounds and small enough to enable a fast NB model building on the fly. Finally, we also implemented a direct NB model and a deep neural network (DNN) model trained with the entire dataset using ECfp4. In total this provided eight different search methods for PPB2 (Figure 1a ).
In the PPB2 web-portal the user inputs a molecule as either SMILES or structural drawing and selects a prediction method. Prediction results are shown as a list of the most probable targets (Figure 1b) . For each target the ChEMBL molecules on which the target prediction is based can be inspected visually by opening the "Show NN" window ( Figure 1c ). Molecular structures are drawn from SMILES within the browser using SmilesDrawer. Red arrows: retrieve top 2,000 NN using MQN (city block distance) or Xfp (city block distance) or ECfp4 (tanimoto coefficient) and rank the targets as per the similarity score of the most similar nearest neighbor associated with each target. Blue arrows: retrieve top 2,000 NN using MQN or Xfp or ECfp4, then build on the fly an ECFP4-Naïve Bayes (NB) machine learning model based on these 2,000 nearest neighbors and perform the target prediction. Orange arrows: perform target prediction using an ECfp4-Naïve Bayes machine learning model built on ChEMBL. Green arrows: perform target prediction using an ECfp4-Deep Neural Network (DNN) machine learning model built on ChEMBL. As an application example we analyzed the case of compound CIS22a, a recently reported TRPV6
calcium channel inhibitor for which we had measured 24 possible off-targets from the "safety screen" panel of Cerep Pvt. Ltd. 34 We compared the prediction of PPB2 with those of SwissTargetPrediction, 29 SEA, 24 Modlab Spider, 28 SuperPred, 30 HitPick, 27 TargetHunter, 25 Chemmapper, 26 TarPred, 31 as well as our previously reported PPB, considering for each tool the top 20 predicted targets ( Figure 3 , the structure of CIS22a is shown in Figure 1 ).
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PPB2 predicted 6-8 of the 12 off-targets against which CIS22a is active, and only 1-2 of 12 possible off-targets against which CIS22a is not active. Most interestingly, the three combined NN+NB(ECfp4) methods as well as the NB(ECfp4) and DNN(ECfp4) correctly predicted hERG, an important off-target of CIS22a which was missed by the simple NN searches, illustrating the value of ML approaches. Note that the combined NN+NB methods as well as the DNN did not predict any of the inactive off-targets, while the NB method incorrectly predicted one of the inactive off-targets.
Among the other search tools, only SPIDER and TarPred predicted hERG for CIS22a.
TarPred also correctly predicted five other off-targets and did not predict any of the inactive offtargets. SPIDER predicted 11 out of the 12 off-targets of CIS22a including hERG, but also predicted 5 out of the 12 inactive off-targets, suggesting that this tool favors recall over precision.
The other tools tested failed to predict hERG but did not predict any of the inactive off-targets, indicating that they favor precision over recall. 
Conclusion
The key idea for the target prediction tool presented here was to combine nearest neighbor (NN) searches with Naive Bayes (NB) machine learning to enhance performance. We performed similarity calculations based on three different molecular fingerprints, namely MQN as a composition fingerprint, Xfp as a shape and pharmacophore fingerprint, and ECfp4 as a circular substructure fingerprint. Eight different search options featuring NN searches alone, NN searches combined with NB, as well as NB and DNN methods, were incorporated into PPB2 as a web-based target prediction tool. While NN(ECfp4) performed best in terms of recall statistics in the crossvalidation study, the combined NN+NB methods showed superior performance in terms of precision and returned better results in a case study with the TRPV6 calcium channel inhibitor CIS22a, in particular regarding prediction of hERG as off-target. PPB2 is freely available at Fingerprints of molecules were used as input feature vectors, while target names were used as class labels. NB classifier is probabilistic in nature, which means that for any given query compound the NB classifier calculates the probability for each target present in the training set and considers the targets with the highest probabilities (top N targets) as the predicted targets of a query molecule. This probability calculation is fundamentally based on the Bayesian theorem of conditional probability, wherein the probability of an event A happening considering an evidence B ( ( | ))
can be calculated based on prior probability of an evidence B in the sample of an event A ( ( | )) and prior probability of an event A ( ( )) in the training set. For target prediction (A = target, B = fingerprint of a molecule) the probability ( | ) of a compound to be active on target A is calculated from ( ( | )) = prior probabilities calculated based on fingerprints of known bioactive compounds active against target A in the training set, ( ) = the relative frequency of target A considering all the other targets in the training set, and P(B) = the probability of evidences across the entire training set, as follows:
The NB classifier uses the naïve assumption that all the features (evidences) are independent from each other and contribute independently to probability calculation. To calculate ( | ) given multiple evidences ( = =1 … ) one needs to estimate the product of the probability of each 
Cross-validation study
Training and Test set. The records (lines) in the database were randomized and subdivided into 10 distinct sets of equal size. Each of these 10 sets was then used as a test set with the remaining 9 sets being combined into the training set. NB(ECfp4) and DNN(ECfp4)) was measured using recall and precision parameters in a 10-fold cross validation study. We carried out target prediction only for compounds associated with up to 10 targets. For each compound we considered the top n predicted targets and evaluated whether the annotated targets for the compound could be recalled by the prediction.
Recall and Precision
For each target x we calculated a) true positives (TP): the number of times target x was correctly predicted; b) false negatives (FN): the number of interactions of target x which were not predicted; c) false positives (FP): the number of times target x was wrongly predicted (found among top n predicted targets but not annotated for the compound).
We calculated overall recall, average recall, overall precision and average precision as 
